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ABSTRACT
In order to strengthen the effectiveness of building materials experimental teaching, this paper based on the teaching content, teaching methods, evaluation system of these three levels of experimental teaching reform, and then summed up a more practical experimental teaching mode. Based on the trend of less class hours and more course content of building materials experiment course, two experimental teaching contents, including design and experiment, are integrated to improve and perfect the old teaching methods, so as to stimulate students' learning enthusiasm, improve students' practical skills, operation skills, innovation skills and the innovation ability to solve similar problems in the future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The course of building materials belongs to civil engineering and construction, which is a basic course. Civil engineering, architecture, engineering management, road and Bridge major set it as a professional course. This course aims to enable students to master more principles of building materials, teach students how to choose materials, standardize the use of materials, etc. The practicality of the course is very strong, and the experimental part is the core content of the course. Through the experiment, students can apply the theory to practice, master the use of building materials, and further familiar with the characteristics and application scope of building materials, so as to improve the practical skills, operation skills and innovation skills [1-3].

In China, the experimental curriculum model is more traditional, which has obvious limitations, mainly in the following aspects: first, the content and form of the experiment is not rich enough, lack of practicality and novelty, which seriously restricts the development of students' thinking, and it is easier to weaken students' operation ability and practical ability; second, the experimental steps are too rigid. Students must operate in strict accordance with the requirements of teachers, which can easily weaken their practical interest; third, the integration between experiments is not very strong, which makes students only master part of the content of the course, and it is difficult to achieve the mastery of knowledge, which can easily lead to students' lack of experience in dealing with practical cases; fourth, the evaluation way of experiments is not standardized, which can easily weaken students' experimental ability; Fifth, the experimental evaluation index is not scientific enough, lack of flexibility and pertinence, which can easily weaken the students' inquiry and innovation [4,5].

At present, the experimental teaching methods of building materials in some colleges and universities in China cannot meet the mainstream requirements of the innovative development of higher education in the new era. In order to strengthen the teaching effectiveness of this course in our school, this paper puts forward the teaching reform methods, hoping that this paper can be a reference for the teaching work of relevant teachers.
2. TEACHING REFORM MEASURES

2.1 Optimization of Experimental Teaching Content

The experimental course of building materials course is a practical course. The curriculum reform must adhere to the dominant position of students, so as to improve students’ practical ability and innovation ability, and guide students to learn to apply what they have learned on the basis of mastering knowledge. In this paper, the experimental teaching knowledge is reformed, and the verification experimental course is integrated into the comprehensive practical course; in addition, according to the type of experimental project, the course is divided into two types, namely basic experimental type, innovative and open type, etc. The former is in line with the syllabus, focusing on verification courses and design courses, which are skills that students must master; the latter focuses on the integration of key and difficult points of knowledge, which can integrate engineering knowledge and pay attention to knowledge innovation. This course is an elective course, and some students with high learning enthusiasm can choose these courses.

2.2 Reform of Experimental Teaching Methods and Means

In order to strengthen the experimental teaching effect of building materials course, this paper sums up more scientific teaching methods from different angles, such as demonstration teaching, discussion and cooperation, task driven, centralized teaching and individual guidance, open teaching and so on. There are two types of experimental content, namely basic experimental type and innovative and open type. The former mainly focuses on the teaching of knowledge, adopts the combination of classroom teaching and video teaching, and uses the form of discussion cooperation and task driven for the design and comprehensive courses. The latter mainly adopts open teaching, centralized teaching and individual guidance. In addition, the former course must be carried out in class, which belongs to the practice in class. The latter can be combined with the third semester of civil engineering comprehensive training as part of the comprehensive training. In addition, it can be completed through the following ways, namely, innovation and entrepreneurship plan, challenge competition, social practice, scientific research projects, etc. the discussion and interaction is not limited to in class, but also can be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial number</th>
<th>Experimental project</th>
<th>Experiment content</th>
<th>Class hours</th>
<th>Experiment type</th>
<th>remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cement experiment</td>
<td>cement specific surface area experiment demonstration, standard consistency water demand test, volume stability test cake</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Confirmatory</td>
<td>Mandatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Concrete experiment</td>
<td>Determination of apparent density, bulk density and screening of sand, bulk density and screening, workability of concrete mixture and strength grade of concrete.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Comprehensiv e Designability</td>
<td>Mandatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Reinforcement experiment</td>
<td>The tensile, cold drawing and aging strengthening experiments were carried out.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Confirmatory</td>
<td>Mandatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Experiment of asphalt technical properties</td>
<td>Penetration, ductility, softening point and lightning test of asphalt.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Confirmatory</td>
<td>Selected works of road and Bridge Specialty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Decorative materials</td>
<td>The experiment of sound absorption and heat preservation of decorative materials.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Confirmatory</td>
<td>Selected works of architecture major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Durability of concrete.</td>
<td>Carbonation of concrete, corrosion of steel bar in concrete, alkali aggregate reaction, freeze-thaw damage of concrete, chloride ion erosion.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Confirmatory</td>
<td>Civil engineering and road and Bridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Masonry material and steel member experiment</td>
<td>The physical properties of brick and block and the slip coefficient of steel members are tested.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Confirmatory</td>
<td>Selection of engineering management and civil engineering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. The second level—innovation and opening experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial number</th>
<th>Experimental project</th>
<th>Experiment content</th>
<th>Purpose of the experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Experiment of water reducing agent</td>
<td>Compatibility of the superplasticizer and cement based on rheology.</td>
<td>Basically master the influence of superplasticizer on the fluidity of different cement, distinguish the compatibility of cement and superplasticizer, learn to explore the influence of superplasticizer on the fluidity of cement paste mixed with fly ash and expansive agent, and urge students to further master the effect and mechanism of superplasticizer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Experiment on performance of concrete admixture</td>
<td>The activity and activity of the admixture were excited.</td>
<td>By using the active excitation test of admixtures and the physical and mechanical properties test of admixtures, the students can master the types of industrial solid wastes, as well as the use mode and use value of wastes, so as to further master the active mechanism of alkaline excitation and sulfate excitation on pozzolanic industrial solid wastes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Cement hydration experiment</td>
<td>The setting time, hardening strength and hydration heat of cement are compared.</td>
<td>Teach students how to predict the strength development and hydration characteristics of cement, so that students can be familiar with the physical and chemical reaction process of cement hydration, and master another cement performance measurement method.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Design of new wall materials</td>
<td>Foam concrete, phase change energy storage wall, insulation and structural integrated wall.</td>
<td>Be familiar with the influence of new wall materials on building performance, and understand the development ideas and methods of new wall materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Design of high performance concrete</td>
<td>The design of pump concrete mix proportion and self compacting concrete mix proportion.</td>
<td>Understand the design process and basic ideas of special concrete. Deepen students' understanding of special concrete.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Design of new road materials</td>
<td>Design of permeable asphalt mixture and permeable concrete.</td>
<td>Understand the role of new pavement materials in the construction of sponge City, and be able to design permeable asphalt mixture and permeable concrete.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

realized through the Internet.

2.3 Reform of Experimental Assessment Mechanism

In the building materials experiment course, the innovative and open experiment course is integrated, but the evaluation mechanism for this kind of experiment can't be limited to the experimental report and experimental results, but to improve the comprehensiveness and pertinence of the evaluation, evaluate the students' practical ability and operation ability from multiple levels, and integrate the students' specific performance in the experimental process, so as to develop a comprehensive evaluation system. The specific operation is as follows:

(1) In order to improve the scientificity and fairness of the evaluation, the old evaluation mechanism should be reformed, and the combination of process evaluation and result evaluation should be carried out. For the first experimental course, the main way is the assessment of teachers and students. For the second experimental course, the main way is comprehensive evaluation. In addition, teacher-student assessment is the main way of evaluation. Students carry out self-evaluation and mutual evaluation on their own performance, and teachers work out the final evaluation results on the basis of the evaluation results. This evaluation method is obviously scientific and advanced. It can not only improve the teaching effect of the experimental course, but also enable the students to understand their shortcomings and provide reference for formulating targeted corrective measures, thus laying the foundation for later study. In addition, it helps to improve students' practical ability, operation ability and social adaptability; in addition, it helps teachers to improve their own teaching methods, points out the direction for the later teaching practice rectification, and provides a strong reference for the establishment of a perfect experimental evaluation system. The comprehensive evaluation takes the form of propaganda and small papers, which is to evaluate the degree of effort in the experimental process and the practicality and innovation of the results.

(2) In addition, the experimental report should be rectified to improve the scientificity and standardization of the report, and the combination of process evaluation and result evaluation should be adopted. Pay more attention to the performance of students in the experimental process, pay more attention to the cultivation of students' practical ability and operation ability, and improve their problem-solving ability, inquiry ability and innovation ability. Results diversity assessment pays more attention to the cultivation of students' skills, and the types of results become more
2.4 Implementation Plan and Schedule

The arrangement of the basic experiment content is based on the syllabus, integrating the verification type, design type curriculum and comprehensive experiment. Some subjects are required to master, and the other part is according to the characteristics of each major, students choose subjects according to their own needs. Innovative and open experiment focuses on the integration of key and difficult knowledge, which can integrate engineering knowledge and pay attention to knowledge innovation. This course is an elective course, and some students with high learning enthusiasm can choose this course. The basic experiment and innovation and opening experiment are shown in charts 1 and 2.

For the basic experiment, the combination of students' self-evaluation and teachers' evaluation is adopted. The students carry out self-evaluation and mutual evaluation on their own performance. The teacher formulates the final evaluation results on the basis of the evaluation results. The final score is composed of 30% attendance at ordinary times + 20% self-evaluation and mutual evaluation + 50% experimental results. The performance evaluation increases the assessment of usual attitude.

For the innovation and open experiment, the teacher can set several research topics, and the students can choose one of them freely. The number of students in each group is five to seven, and the team members should write research papers with references. Each group selects a representative to make a PPT report and give a lecture in class. The report time is about 10 minutes. The evaluation method for the performance is as follows: the proportion of homework attendance and lecture is 30% respectively, and the proportion of small papers is 40%. This method pays more attention to the evaluation of the learning process.

3. EFFECTIVENESS OF TEACHING REFORM

In order to strengthen the effectiveness of teaching reform, this paper selects two classes of students majoring in civil engineering to carry out a comparative study, based on these aspects, namely, the similarity of experimental reports, students' practical ability, teachers' satisfaction with students of follow-up courses, etc., and summarizes the more comprehensive research results.

The following conclusions are drawn: the improved experimental teaching method has obvious advantages, the similarity of students' experimental reports is significantly reduced, the number of excellent students is significantly increased, and the satisfaction of subsequent course teachers to students is also significantly improved. This shows that the improved experimental teaching method has significant scientificity and effectiveness, which helps to strengthen the teaching effectiveness and significantly improve students' practical ability and operation ability. This teaching method is worthy of promotion and helps to improve the teaching quality of civil engineering graduates.

4. CONCLUSION

In order to cultivate more and more high-quality talents, based on these aspects, the reform of building materials experiment course is carried out, including course content, teaching methods, evaluation mechanism, etc., and a more scientific reform plan is formulated. The experimental ability of students before and after the reform is compared and analyzed. The results show that this teaching reform is helpful to improve the teaching effectiveness of the experimental course and is more beneficial to the students' to improve students' practical ability and operation ability.

Based on the current situation of building materials experiment teaching, this paper finds out the disadvantages, designs and explores the teaching methods, contents and assessment methods of building materials experiment course, combines the theoretical teaching, experiment, practice and other teaching links, and puts forward that active and innovative learning should be integrated into all teaching links of building materials experiment course, and improves the quality of students. The initiative and innovation ability in theory learning and practice should be enhanced to cultivate students' ability of independent learning, experimental design, practical operation and result analysis, and to change the traditional problems of emphasizing theory over experiment in building materials experiment teaching, and the practice link is mainly imitative operation and lack of innovative thinking. The results show that through reasonable teaching reform, the teaching effectiveness of building materials experiment course can be significantly improved, and the comprehensive quality of students can be improved.
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